The anatomy of tech
tied to reader revenue
CASE STUDY: POLITIKEN’S DEEP DIVE INTO A DATA LAKE
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Case Study: Politiken, Denmark
UPCOMING REPORT: WAN-IFRA will soon publish a broader report focused on
the role of technology associated with publishers’ digital subscription journey.
Cecilia Campbell, who authored our report last year on “Lessons in retention for
digital subscriptions”, has also researched and authored the upcoming report.

Politiken: In the
middle of huge
technical overhaul
From data lake with AI models
to one-stop customer journey set-up
A year or so into the implementation of Salesforce at
Danish Politiken, it was becoming increasingly clear that
they were facing a fundamental issue. While the system
was not made to manage data from several data s
 ources,
access to solid data was absolutely critical in order to
leverage its capabilities. And with a plethora of legacy
systems generating data in as many different formats,
the solution became obvious: start with the data.
The in-house built data lake is now nearing completion, will include AI modelling and will enable significant
efficiencies in marketing and customer journey management, inline with its broader subscription strategy.
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Denmark’s top quality paper Politiken is
staking its future on its subscribers – print and
digital. And at €40 a month, Politiken’s digital
subscription has one of the highest price tags
in Europe – so engagement and retention
sophistication is key. For this reason, there’s a
real sense of urgency in getting the heart of the
business beating solidly. The data lake, being
built by and for the entire JP/Politiken group,
needs to be operational by the end of 2020.
“We have so many ideas around actions to drive
engagement and retention,” says Politiken
Customer Director Johanne Holm. “Today, we
have a fairly reasonable ecosystem with great
agility and not much redundancy. The challenge is however that we are using Salesforce
in a way that is not intended, which results in
severe unstructured data formats. It would be
much easier if all data is sent to the data lake in
structured formats, as it is easier to work with,
and we can combine data and enrich data from
other data sources as well. Salesforce is a marketing platform, not a data repository. That’s

why our data lake needs to be completed as soon as
possible.” (Politiken is using only Salesforce Marketing
Cloud, Salesforce does offer data solutions as well - but
Politiken decided to built its own.)

SalesForce – no data, no dice
Politiken invested in Salesforce Marketing Cloud over
three years ago. At that time, the analytics department
had started tracking users’ behavior on Politiken.dk, but
was not really able to leverage the information beyond
tracking the number of people visiting the site. In order
to use the data in a more segmented way, it needed to be
incorporated into Salesforce on a one-to-one basis and
to be combined with other customer data, including gender, age, customer history, digital behavior on e-paper,
podcasts as well as all the product data.
“We underestimated the effort involved in getting Salesforce to a point where we can fully leverage its functionality. Getting all our data into Salesforce and then
building all our flows has required huge amounts of time
and resources. It’s taken us almost three years to where
we can now use it in a meaningful way,” says Holm.

Johanne Holm,
Customer Director,
Politiken
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The decision to invest in Salesforce stemmed
from a desire to communicate in a coherent
way across all channels, based on customers’
complete digital (and analogue in terms of customer services and telemarketing) footprints.
“Today we are able to coordinate the messages
in personally segmented emails, pop-up windows and banners, questionnaires, etc., based
on the customer’s behaviour, and engage customers across channels with the most relevant
reader promises. (For more about Politiken’s
Reader Promises, see box on page 7.)
However, as mentioned, while Salesforce is
effective at using data, it’s not built to manage
or store it. Add to that the challenge (which
Politiken shares with most of its peers in the
news industry) of leveraging data from numerous legacy systems, in native formats, in
an effective, consistent and predictable way. It
became clear that a meticulously structured
central data repository was going to be absolutely critical for the business.

The data lake –
a single source of truth
JP/Politiken took the decision to build an in-house
common data lake for the group. Politiken Digital Director Troels Jørgensen emphasises the importance of
the in-house aspect of data management for publishers.
“You have to build your customer data platform yourself...
Own your own data, host it and have proper governance
in your organisation. You have to be in full control.”
As well as being a central repository for business intelligence, the data lake is also in effect the route to integration of all the underlying legacy systems. The data team
has deﬁned rules on how data from various systems
must be sent to the data lake (and received by it), including factors like format, frequency, structure and whether
the data point requires a deﬁnition.
“Thanks to the uniﬁed data speciﬁcation, we can be sure
that any data in the data lake is correct, always the truth
and structured in a way which lets us use it for both
marketing and communication and – key – subsequent
evaluation.” says Holm.

2 technical slides of data ﬂows: Before (above) and After (opposite) a Single Interface for
customer journey set-up ...
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The group that drives the data lake implementation consists of JP/Politiken’s IT director,
Johanne Holm and her peers at sister titles
Jyllands-Posten and Ekstra-Bladet being
responsible for their data sets. There are also
dedicated staff at each title working solidly
with the data transformation.

Coming 1: single point of
customer journey set-up
With a central data lake, all data generated
across all systems is combined and informs
the set-up of Politiken’s customer journeys and
associated messaging.
“Today, when we create user journeys across
our channels, they have to be set up in several
channels,” says Holm. “It requires a lot of manual work, is not very agile, and it is incredibly
diﬃcult to get a comprehensive overview of all
the users journeys running, as well as gather
evaluations of the various activities. (Salesforce, banners, Facebook, Google, bMetric
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pop-up windows…). Plus, if we were doing A/B testing of
messaging, you’d have to do it twice in each channel.
“Politiken’s plan is to either buy or build this single interface solution (see illustration),” Holm continues, “however, we haven´t decided yet, as we still need to deﬁne our
requirements. It would be a lot easier to buy if possible,
as you don’t need to continuously develop and up-grade
in-house. But if you build it yourself you have to make
sure the people who build it can actually transfer all the
information to subsequent teams who take over, otherwise you’re really vulnerable.”

Coming 2: AI models
In order to gain further eﬃciencies in marketing and retention efforts, Politiken is also working at incorporating
AI modelling in the data lake. “Today we’re only looking at conversions – we know how many customers a
campaign produced. But this is not a perfect picture, all
customers are not equal from a business point of view.”
Politiken is working with US consulting ﬁrm Mather to
develop AI models for churn prediction, customer life-
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time value (CLV), acquisition offer pricing and
market based pricing.
This paradigm shift has its own set of challenges. “As our data has not been structured to a
common standard, we’ve had to spend more
time than we’d calculated to prepare data and
explain our business to the Mather consultants,” Holm said. “Another issue has been the
legacy systems. We’ve moved our customer and
product data from Infosoft to Bordas and now
it’s going into Zuora.”
Once the algorithms are in place, Holm’s team
will be able to segment customers based on
predicted behaviour. “When we decide on
campaigns next year, hopefully we’ll be able
to determine which groups to target based on
propensity to subscribe, prediction on durability, willingness to pay and their calculated
life time value. As well as in relation to the
acquisition cost – some campaigns might not
be proﬁtable if the customers are expensive to
acquire and simultaneously not staying for a
long time.”
At the moment, Politiken is only aiming to
include subscription revenue in the CLV model,
not the advertising revenue generated by a
subscriber’s pageviews. “It’s currently too
complicated to include both, as we’re still in
the process of extracting data from multiple
systems. It’s possible that in a year or two,
once we’ve completed the data transformation
process, we’d be able to create a more complete
CLV model.”
In many ways, Politiken’s technical challenges
related to the digital subscription business are
very typical for our industry. There are numerous legacy systems from which to untangle
yourself while at the same time there’s a real
urgency in being able to execute on automated
marketing today. While there are thousands of
individual company scenarios, there seems at
least to be one universal truth: Future-prooﬁng
your digital subscription business begins with
getting your data in order.
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Politiken’s
Reader Promises
In 2018, a couple of years after the shift from a
metered to a freemium paywall model, Politiken’s editorial and marketing teams started
to formulate thoughts on Reader Promises as
concrete manifestations of the value of a Politiken subscription. Today, many of these are in
place – with more to come. Crucially, the entire
customer journey is now built up around these
promises, and the main objective is to get new
subscribers to really engage with them within
the ﬁrst 100 days. The 100 Days Programme
includes emails, banners and feeds promoting
e g the news app, editorial newsletters, the Plus
membership club (discounted goods & services) and the daily podcast.
Customer Director Johanne Holm wanted to
know whether it was possible to see a correlation between the use of reader promises
and loyalty. “We made the assumption that
using more reader promises would increase
a customer’s loyalty – but could we illustrate
it in some way? And which promises work
better?” She took her query to the Analytics
department, who developed the Use of Reader
Promises Matrix.
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Along the top: Reader promises, you can include/exclude by ticking.
There are diﬀerent conditions on each promise, e.g. podcast: “listened in
the last week, yes/no”, e-paper “read in last week, yes/no”, Politiken.dk
and newsletters “visited / read in last day, yes/no” and so on.
X-axis shows number of Reader Promises used, Y-axis represents loyalty – customers at 5 or 6 generally don’t churn. You can choose whether
to show just Reader Promises, Loyalty or a combination of both. You set
two dates to compare; red dots mean number of users have declined,
green increased.
So in the example here; the two big red dots at top left are loyal
readers, but they are not using many Reader Promises. Holm’s team
would then get these readers’ data in a CSV ﬁle and use Salesforce
to communicate with them appropriately.
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